
2021～2022年 冬

Experience the best 
Tohoku’s Winter has to offer

Heal your soul in the snowy landscape woven 
by nature

Snow-Hiking & Fat Bike 
Tour in Owani Onsen

Immerse yourself in the powder snow

Hachimantai Snow 
Monsters CAT & Snow-
Shoe Tour

Winter Line up

Check out our YouTube Channel



We have prepared a course that is perfect for winter at

"Owani Onsen", in Aomori Pref. Firstly, you will experience

Ajarayama Snow Hike, which is the only winter program

certified as a health tourism course in Japan. Since ancient

times, "Ajarayama" has been a mountain of worship, but

now even beginners can easily enjoy hiking in the snow.

The snowy landscape woven by nature will heal your heart

and soul. And when you reach the top of the mountain,

visit Agara Daigongen temple. From the summit, you can

see Mt. Iwaki, Tsugaru Fuji, the Tsugaru Plain, and the

Hakkoda Mountain Range in the distance.

The next day, we will move to Hirosaki city and experience

a snow cycling tour around the castle town. Enjoy

traditional streetscapes such as hedges and bonsai in

samurai residences and cedar trees in the temple district

while cycling. In this tour you can enjoy going around the

back alleys and small paths unique to cycling. There are

few ups and downs, and the course is about 8KM long, so

even beginners can enjoy this adventure.

Included in Price:

Activity, guide, transportation, 

2 meals, accommodation, taxes.

Min to depart: 2 people

Max participants:6 people

Price includes：

Bus, train, activities, accommodation, 

3meals, guide and taxes.

Min to depart:5 people

Max group size: 15 people

Snow-Hiking & Fat Bike Tour 
in Owani Onsen

Reserve 
here➡

Hachimantai Snow Monsters CAT 
& Snow-Shoe Tour

Reserve
here⇩

Hachimantai boasts the largest area of 

Todomatsu pine trees that get covered in rime 

during winter, creating the spectacular Snow 

Monsters. Take a snowshoe tour through the 

mysterious world brought about by the harsh 

winter environment! After climbing partway up 

the mountain via the CAT, we will continue to 

Hachimantai Mt summit with snowshoes. You 

can feel a sense of unity with the nature as you 

hike through this spectacular winter 

wonderland. The exhilarating feeling of hiking 

through the trees and walking with a floating 

feeling on snow is a unique quality of 

snowshoes! 

Let's enjoy the power and beauty nature 

creates only in winter in Tohoku.

Why not enjoy the winter of Owani and Hirosaki with us?

Reservation & Inquiries in English: for_english@michinoritravel-tohoku.jp


